Report on SPL by Ar. Sathya Prakash Varanashi

An “Architectural Conservation” was organized by Ar. Sathya Prakash Varanashi on 3rd October 2015 in Poornima University for the students of School of Planning & Architecture and School of Design.

The content of lecture included topics such as cost, culture & architecture vernacular construction systems. He also covered topics of “Sustainable Practices Values” in Architecture Learning processes. The lecture aimed at motivating students, to explore the field of architecture and understanding the local values attributed to it, using pictures of works done by the expert and short stories with morals to it. A short discussion was also done with students of final year regarding prospects of practical training in region around Bangalore and some useful tips were given to the students regarding search for appropriate office.

Ar. Sathya Prakash Varanashi also gifted a book “A Manual of Cost Cuts for strong acceptable housing” based on Ar. Laurie Bakers works to the University Central Library.